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An IQAC committee meeting has been schcduled on 08th February 2018 at 11.30 a.m. in
Conference room.
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1.

N. N. Sawant (Chairman)

.,

H.S.S. Nadkarni (Co-ordinator)

3.

E. M. Travassos

4.

V. C. Kumaresh
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5.

Sachin Kakodkar
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6.

Nandini Vaz Fernandes

7.

Sameena Falleiro

8.

Sanjay Gaikwad

9.

Sachin Moraes
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10. D. Bagchi
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12. Ashok Dange
13.
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Andrew Barreto

14. Liesel De Sih,a
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15. Vasant Hede
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Almeida

17. Dattaprasad Prabhudesai
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18. Sandesh Nagvenkar
19. Sagar
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20. Bhavana M. Sawardekar
21. Radhiya Amonkar
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1.

AGENDA
To finalize the IQAC report 20lfil7 to be sent to NAAC

2.

Others, if Any
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No: 04
Date:08.02'2018
Time: 1 1.30 a'm' to: 01'00 P'm
Venue: Con&Iglt"t R99*'

Nandkumar N' Sawant
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mSENTEESSith intimation
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arrr,NoEES:

l.

10. V.C. Kumaresl't
1 1. Devashish Bagchi
12. Liesel De Silva

1. E.M.Travassos
2. H.S.S.Nadkarni
3. Ashok Dange
4. Sagar Uttagi
5. Na:ndini Vaz Fernandes
6. Sameena Falleiro
1. Sachin S. Moraes
8. Sachin Kakodkar

Sandesh Nagvenkar

ABSENTEES:
1. Andrew Barreto

13. M. P. Shivali
14. Greta Almeida
Du,,uPtusad Prabhudessai
16. Vasant Hede

i5.

17. Mitra Borkar
18. Bhavana M' Sawardekar

s. Sanjay ceEygq

d in old format'

To

n.adthe

rQAc rePort

new guidelines'
be in new format with
IQAC Report 2017-18 will

2016-11to be sent to NAAC
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Others, if anY
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Team RePort
was mentioned'

Overall analysis i'e' S'W'O'C'
quality enhancement
Recommendations for

*:*i:::or:lo'*uo

were

for academic and
for next five vears i'e' vision

infrastructure
More diversified PG Programmes

'
-

of the institution

and
Hostel, t-unguui"- iulitutoo

a

swimming pool

be

established'

-

ExPansion of library

Faculties

and
to be motivated to take up consultancy

collaborative acaivities'

_
_

for
ceil and provide training
More activities urro"-, ptu..ment
examinations'
NET / SLET/ other coppetitive
of schemes under UGC, Dsr
Motivate staff to i"o"

"or*,age

at national level'

with labs
- Il"o.,r,c Collaborative linkages
- f,*g" modernized auditorium setup/construct'
- Strengthen Alumni Associationto maxtmum'
- Utilize existing infrastructure

:
-

f,

short term courses'
Each department to start
other value added
programme like B'Voc and
Introduce skill development
programme'
LibrarY'
To work on exPansion of

and Professional
Chowgules Centre for Applied
Manoj Pandey in"oO'"tO
Centre (CCAPS)

,

Could be laisioning to do MOU's, collaborations with organizations,
industries/ compan ies.

-

Assist

in

indentifying companies/industries

for

departments

if

approached.

-

Opening new streams in emerging areas.

concern authorities need to maintain their own
documentation of their activities.
Outreach programme task assigned to Sachin Maraes and Sachin

Each department

or

-

Kakodkar.
College generates revenue through students fees, consultancy and also
alumnus but under alumnus documentation are not maintained.

-

Report has to be sent on l5th February 2018.

- All India Survey of Education indicate 28.1% of Higher

education in

Goa.

-

Reasoning for this percentage mentioned were

i.
ii.

v
-

Wrong analysis or data acquired.
Students are opting for short term certificate / diploma courses
after 12tr' STD. and companies acquiring such candidates for
their skills and demand to acquire Government.iobs.
- Suggestions: To introduce short term skilled based courses along
with regular graduation in college/s.
DHE question on quantative startup to be promoted.
- Sagar Uttagi mentioned of Credit Guarantee Fund Trust for Micro
and Small Enterprises (CGTMSE) scheme wherein loan of 1 crores

is given for

ideas without any guarantors and

5

crores with

guarantors.

-

Rev:0

Vasant Hede mentioned about CIBA providing their assistance

as

well.
- E.M.Travassos informed of a an entrepreneurship course being
made compulsory for Computer Science and Biotechnology
students, now some ofthese students are entrepreneurs
- Innovative I any small ideas with a plan to develop startup should be
properly documented in a form of proposal / presentation.
- Suggestion: Government should encourage more startup schemes
and publish/propaganda of such schemes and make it known to the
student community.
- Suggestions: College Clu.bs should promote activities that could
generate funds on their own. - Clubs are already doing.
- Informed: Shaila Ghanti is working on startup.
- Vasant Hede could organize a talk on startups wherein Sagar Utagi
and other resource persons could share their experiences.
That the college will be organizing 2 days workshop on drafting higher
questions and structuring of question papers for faculties.
Work on collecting data of Criterias year-wise for the NAAC.
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